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I want to start by stepping back.  There are a number of intersections in this panel project that reflect 
moment we are in, in the field of peacebuilding in which I work.  A moment in which peace and 
development work is seen as closely linked.  A moment in which engagement with religion for the 
purposes of development and peace is assumed to be necessary (though not presumed easy). 
 
The path to this moment was hard fought.  So how did we get here? 
 
Once upon a time, during the Cold War, reality looked like this:  peacemaking was something done 
between government elite to conclude an inter-state violent exercise through a negotiated agreement.   
The work of building peace was pursued entirely through a liberal state building paradigm: create 
democratic human-rights respecting institutions and free market economies at the state level, based on 
the Western model, and this would ensure governance that was responsive to social concerns, in which 
conflict could be mitigated through nonviolent and deliberative political processes, and access to greater 
wealth would uplift communities.   
 
Development, meanwhile, operated as a separate realm entirely – it sought to build markets, create 
public goods, respond to human needs like health and education, regardless and indeed with little direct 
response to conflict dynamics…. The work marched on in predictable manners, perhaps pausing when 
violence reached a particular level so that humanitarians could come in, until the work would resume 
where it left off.  To the degree the two realms – peace and development -- were considered linked, it 
was to the extent that most assumed more development equaled more  peace.   i.e. as development 
agencies continued to reduce poverty, strengthen economic systems, and create public goods, conflict 
would be reduced. 
 
Over time, things have become a little more complicated.  Part of this is a fact that the world has 
become a little more complicated - -globalization and modernization have contributed drivers and 
dynamics to conflict arenas.   Part of this results from the Cold War blinders having fallen away from the 
eyes of analysts to reveal the plethora of internal state conflicts around the world in which former 
combatants must coexist, requiring more to build peace and reconciliation than a mere negotiated 
agreement.  Part of this is a result of hard lessons, learned over time, about what works and what 
doesn’t – what, in fact, can cause more harm than good.  
 
And so the peacebuilding field’s normative approach – the liberal peace model – has been challenged 
and reshaped by the proponents of an elicitive model of peacebuilding which looks beyond the 
responsibilities of the state and political elites to consider local and social dynamics and contributions.  
The one-size-fits all – that size being prescribed by Western dress sizes – has been thrown out in favor of 
an adaptive model that responds to local culture and its contributions.  The peace field has been blessed 
considerably by contributions from sociology and psychology, to understand the impacts of trauma in 
driving cycles of violence, and processes of identity formation, and social group behavioral dynamics.  



This has led to more sophisticated approaches that are cognizant of both the need to build peace 
through strengthening inter-group relationships and creating effective and responsive governance 
structures, all through approaches that are locally resonant and driven, tailored to each situation.   
 
Meanwhile, the development field has learned that development is not a-political, that it cannot rise 
above the fray of conflict dynamics and politics.  The creation of wealth and the development of 
resources and goods can drive inter-group competition, particularly in situations of internal conflict.  
And so the development field has become more conflict-sensitive, seeking to understand how it must 
operate in such a way so as to reduce conflictual inter-group relationships and discrimination.   
 
And now welcome to the stage religion.   
 
 Religion has long been anathema to both fields, of course, as it has been with International Relations as 
a whole.  Though international law, human rights norms, and humanitarian law stemmed from religious 
– specifically Christian theological – discourses, they became scrubbed of God language in the 
Enlightenment pursuit to relegate religion to the private sphere and to keep politics a-religious, as if 
that’s possible.  And so IR marched along through the 19th and 20th centuries with little regard for 
religion.  To the extent it did consider it, it was seen purely as a threat to peace and stability. Something 
to be contained, disempowered. 
 
(Let me add as an aside here to all you budding diplomats that the exercise of understanding the 
specifically European and Christian Roots of universal international standards is key to operating in this 
field with some sensitivity to the cultural biases inherent to its normative frameworks.  I’m not saying 
you should fall into the rabbit hole of cultural relativism, but I do think understanding these roots will 
make you a more nuanced operator in this field) 
 
With greater consideration of local culture, social dynamics, and the integrity of local mechanisms, 
knowledge, and systems for building peace and development, religion has come back onto the playing 
field of peace and development work (now it may still be way out in the outfield at the t-ball game… but 
at least it’s off the bench).  When I first entered this field of religious peacebuilding, it was still operating 
in a defensive posture – pay attention to us!  Religion matters!  Religious actors impact conflict and 
peace!  Religion shapes public attitudes, behaviors, and political policies!  Religious institutions are 
embedded networks of change in conflict societies.  Well, in a post 9/11 world (both September 11 2001 
and September 11 2012), all this is now a given.  The question has morphed from why to how -- how 
should one engage religion effectively in peace and development work.  Because one thing we’ve 
learned is that not all religious engagement is good religious engagement, and that engaging religion has 
unintended consequences that might be counter to other goals in our two fields.   
 
So let me get to the question, finally, that I’m supposed to be answering here: What are the dilemmas 
posed by engaging religion in peacebuilding work, and how has it been done in a way to help or to 
hinder social cohesion.  
 
Let me throw out observations along two lines from my own work: 
 

1.     The consequences of which religious actors are engaged –  
 
I have found that in a number of places where I work – Sri Lanka and Burma for example – 
Western aid and peace organizations tend to engage the same sort of religious actors time and 



again.  These are often old men with big hats, and they tend to be more Christian.  There are 
reasons for this.  One, most religious authority around the world is vested in men.  So if you 
want the most visible and most institutionally powerful authorities, you’re going to be dealing 
with men.  As for the Christian element, I find this is often a consequence of two things: 1) 
Westerners tend to have linkages to Christian communities, who often speak English as a 
consequence of missionary education, and have more Western institutional relationships.  2) 
Christian communities have historically been more institutionally involved in peace work 
certainly, and development work arguably – large FBOs that receive a lot of funding from the 
West.  (this is changing, Sarvodaya, all generalizations aren’t true) 
 
But this has meant that religious peacebuilding has enforced patriarchy and particularly religious 
norms that may restrict women’s rights and participation in public life, and it has contributed to 
the further marginalization of women from peacebuilding initiatives, and consideration of 
women’s needs in conflict and peace, which often differ from men’s.  So this has exacerbated 
social cohesion from a gender perspective.    And for similar reasons, from a generational 
perspective – marginalizing youth.  This despite the fact that women and young people clearly 
shape religious behavior and attitudes in their communities – i.e. they have hermeneutical 
authority.   
 
It has also meant that peacebuilding has been equated with Christian work.  Monks in Sri Lanka 
who become involved in peace work are often labeled “Christian monks,” which effects their 
legitimacy amongst the community – and religious actors’ legitimacy and authority within local 
communities is one of the very thing that make them such effective potential conduits for 
peace.  
 
 

2.   How the religious sector is engaged is important 
 

Not all religious engagement is good religious engagement.  As the international community has 
begun to dip its toes into religious engagement, it has often tried to take short cuts that end up 
creating ineffective programs or that backfire.  
 
The first is this:  development or peace organizations develop a project idea or plan on their 
own, or with secular elite in the capital, and at the very last minute invite in religious leaders – 
essentially to bless or legitimate that project.  But the religious sector is not involved in the 
design stage, nor in identification of community needs.  The internationals seek purely to 
instrumentalize the religious leaders, and I can tell you they are not dumb.  They see this, and 
they don’t like it.   
 
This reflects an attitude that I think is still pervasive amongst internationals – particularly 
Western aid workers – that is arrogant, or at least comes across as such to local actors.  They fail 
still to see the legitimate contributions religious actors can offer them, their insights.  The reality 
is that these actors often have a sophisticated understanding of community needs and local 
social and political dynamics.  They often are already involved in “peace” and “development” 
work.  So projects that seek merely to use or to “correct” religious actors may end up alienating 
them from collaboration with international orgs.   
 



The second point I would make here is about the interfaith dialogue phenomenon.  Here I’m 
speaking more to the peace realm than the development realm.  Religious engagement or 
religious peacebuliding for too long has been about interfaith dialogue and nothing else.  Now, 
certainly interfaith dialogue is crucial in divided societies – creating those horizontal 
relationships is key to ensure politicians or extremist actors do not exploit identity divides, to 
reduce negative stereotypes and biases in communities, etc.  But conflict is often, at root, about 
structural issues – political and economic injustices, broken governance structures.  At the end 
of the day, that dialogue has to connect to these structural issues in order to be effective peace 
work.  Strategic peacebuilding, as defined by Scott Appleby and John Paul Lederach, links 
horizontally and vertically – it address transformations of relationships and structures.  
Oftentimes, I’ve found that disempowered or marginalized religious communities become 
frustrated over time by interfaith dialogue projects that do little to transform their real or 
perceived unjust situation.   
 
In Sri Lanka, where I work, often this superficial or uncritical inter-religious work has ended up 
reinforcing Buddhist majoritarianism or supremacy – and my colleague Mohammed Abu Nimer 
has tracked similar phenomena in Israeli/Palestinian interfaith initiatives.   
 
And so these efforts can create grudges and strain social cohesiveness at the end of the day, or 
reinforce subtle and pervasive supremacy between groups.   
 

Now, all I’ve done here is criticize religious peacebuilding – I don’t want to end on a cynical note. 
Because there are examples of effective peacebuilding work – that has horizontal and vertical impact, 
ones that do not fall into these traps – that engage a wide swath of religious actors, that connect 
interfaith relationship building with advocacy and transformation of political and economic conflict 
drivers, that engage beyond the superficial monologue-off forms of interfaith dialogue to a place that 
creates real personal and social transformation.  The field is young, but growing bigger and stronger 
before our eyes, particularly as more effective forms of monitoring and evaluation are applied to these 
projects.  So let me end on that optimistic note.    


